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What is Infrastructure?
• Public utilities:
–
–
–
–
–

Power
Telecommunications
Piped water supply, and sanitation
Piped gas
Heat

• Public works:
– Transport infrastructure including highways, secondary
roads, rural roads, railroads, urban transport, ports and
waterways, and airports
– Major dam and canal works for irrigation and drainage

• All those infrastructure services have the
characteristics of networks
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Why USAID’s Renewed Interest in Infrastructure ?
• Several recent papers from the World Bank have
concluded that infrastructure important for:
– Increasing growth & productivity
– Reducing inequality & poverty

• USAID Interest increased as a result of postconflict & post disaster programs:
– Afghanistan, Iraq, Tsunami, earthquake in Pakistan, Southern
Sudan ($billions in construction)

• USAID has always supported improved
legal/regulatory frameworks, usually VERY
low cost programs
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What Kind of Programs does USAID Implement?
Laws & regulations;
PSP

Credit Enhancements
$

Construction

Efficiency

Access for the poor: slum electrification
Renewable energy
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Goals of Reforms (Kessides, 2004)
Old Model

New Model

Underinvestment

Increased investment

Low rates & revenue

Cost-reflective tariffs

Low productivity & high costs

Incentives for efficiency

Poor service quality

Increased quality

Long queues & shortages

Increase investment &
supply
Reduced losses

High losses (tech &non-tech)

Political interference with SOEs Privatization
Lack of transparency

Citizen participation

Results reasonably good but negative perceptions by public
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Characteristics of Public Utilities
• Characteristics of natural monopolies: economies of
scale, scope and density
• Sector specific, sunk investments
• Services deemed essential by a broad range of users;
pricing politically sensitive
• Monopolies can result in higher prices & lower quantities
• Regulate only where there is monopoly power & promote
competition elsewhere
• Regulator:
– Protect investors
– Protect consumers

A delicate
balance

Regulator should have independence and accountability
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Continuum between Totally Public and Totally Private
Support
existing
managers

P
U
B
L
I
C

TA and/or
outsourcing
contracts

Operating contracts

Management
contracts with
incentives

Will only work
with cooperation Managers must
from present
have full control
managers

Leases

Private firm
operates &
maintains;
investment
by public
sector

P
R
I
V
A
T
E

Concessions

Private firm
operates &
maintains;
investment
by private
firm

Regulation is necessary for monopoly segments
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Lessons Learned
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Private Participation Possible in All Sectors
Sector

Energy

Impact of
Technology

Technological change and difficulty of reform

Significant

Low cost, smaller generation units: competition in
generation but need to regulate transmission &
distribution; medium difficulty, can take 3-6 years

Revolutionary

Wireless technology reduces local loop monopoly; need
to allocate spectrum efficiently; need to establish
interconnection rules; easiest, can be accomplished in
one year

Water

Moderate

Telemetry and satellite imaging; SCADA; most difficult;
main possibility contracts, leases and/or concessions;
consolidation of municipal water works

Transport

Moderate to
significant

Use of ICT in logistics; GPS; bar codes; RFIDs; ports &
airports easier: video logging; foreign exchange risk
lower

Telecom

Different approaches are needed; regulation required
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Power Sector Lessons
• Objective: introduce competition where feasible
(generation) and regulate distribution & transmission;
promote private investment
• Key lessons:
– Many buyers & sellers required
– Demand & supply responsive to prices
• hourly metering for large customers with high
elasticity of demand
– Equal access to essential facilities (transmission &
distribution wires)
– Subsidies & environmental controls that go with the
“grain of the market”
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Telecommunications Sector Lessons
• Objective: Competition & private sector participation
• Key lessons:
– Light regulation; may consider freeing rates
– Regulation only where monopoly power may exist
– Spectrum auctions
– Obligation to interconnect; aqlternate dispute resolution
mechanism for interconnection disputes
– Access to essential facilities including underwater cable
– Regulatory body with limited discretion
– Agile procedures for licensing companies
– Introduce competition before privatization

Water Sector Lessons
• Objective: Separation between policy, regulation and
operation; encourage private sector participation, at least in
management
• Key lessons:
– High capital requirements & natural monopolies
– Regionalization & corporatization are key trends
– Regulatory reform advanced far more than PSP: in LA 41% of urban
consumers enjoy regulatory protection but only 15% under PSP
– Many international companies leaving LAC: change in corporate
strategy, change in national policies, populism, social conflict,
devaluations
– Need to improve contact design & bidding processes, increase tariffs
before privatization, conflict resolution mechanisms established a
priori, strengthen regulation
Most difficult sector to privatize
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Sequence of Reforms is Important for Power &
Telecommunications

• General: develop strategy
• Power:
– Enact law and establish regulator
– Corporatize and unbundle (separate distribution from
transmission and form generation)
– Privatize distribution & increase tariffs
– Privatize generation after DISTCOS viable financially
– Transmission may or may not be privatized: key
issue is how to price services & how to give adequate
incentives for investment

• Telecommunications:
– Enact law and establish regulator
– Introduce competition, including interconnections
– Privatize AFTER competition in place
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How to Measure Results?: EBRD Power Sector Milestones
Public
1

Private
2

Operates as Political
government interference
department
Hardened
Tariffs
budget
below costs constraints
Vertically
integrated
monopoly

Low tariffs
Weak
management
incentives
Minimal
private sector
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4

4+

Sector law
enacted

Separation of
GT&D

Full cost
recovery rates

Sector
restructuring

Independent
regulator set
up

Incentives for
efficiency &
improvements

Regulatory
functions
Tariff reform
Some private
sector
involvement

Rules for cost- Large-scale
reflective rates private sector
enforced
involvement
Substantial
private sector
involvement in
G&D

Grid access
Competition in
G&D. 15

EBRD Measures of Infrastructure Success
Sector
Energy

Telecom

Milestones
Fully liberalized sector with well-functioning arrangements for
grid access, and full private participation G & D
Coherent regulatory & institutional framework for
interconnection rules, licensing, concessions, and spectrum
allocation

Water

Extensive private sector participation through full BOT
concessions and management contracts in major urban areas.

Transport

Decentralized road administration. Private sector participation
in all road provision services. Public consultation on new
projects.

Full cost recovery rates, enforcement of sound regulation,
independent regulator, and widespread private sector participation
are
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common to all sectors

Even Advanced Countries in OECD + BRIC Concerned about
Supply of Infrastructure
Finance

Laws, regulations, institutions

Planning

PPPs
User fees
Pension
funds
Technology: ERP &
demand
management

Improving the
“toolkit”

Infrastructure is a
business
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Guatemala: Successful Power Sector Reform in the Middle
of a Regional Conflict
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Guatemala: Situation Before Reforms
• Financial crisis of the power sector
• Insufficient capital investment to satisfy demand
resulted in extensive load shedding (blackouts) in
early 1990s
• Low electricity service coverage, particularly in rural
areas
• Electricity tariffs not covering costs
• Political interference in management & operation of
utilities resulted in low internal efficiency
• Electricity sector primarily government owned
• Civil war
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Guatemala: USAID Support During the Conflict and After the Conflict

•

•

•

Legal/regulatory reforms to promote private investment
– TA to open private sector participation in Cogeneration
– Seminars with civil society, the press, Congress
– TA to draft electricity law & regulations (mid 90s)
– Training of regulators & other market participants
– TA for unbundling and privatization
Increased access to modern energy services (rural)
– TA to create action plan to provide rural access
– Access funded by privatization proceeds ($101m placed at trust
Fund at B. of NY for output based assistance)
Promotion of clean and sustainable energy
– TA to prepare the Renewable Energy Incentives Law
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Guatemala Adopted the Prevailing Model of the Region: a low
Cost Intervention (up to privatization less than $250 k)
Ministry establishes sector policy; Regulator establishes the Value-added for distribution
(VAD) & transmission rates; monitors long term contracts & spot market
Wholesale
Distribution
Market
Few
Guatemala City State-owned Administrator
& Antigua
“club” of
(DISTCOS)
market
participants
Iberdrola
(ISO)
1
Distribution
rest of the
country

2

Union Fenosa

N

3

State
Owned
transmission
Company
(TRANSCO)
Traders

1

2

3

N

Numerous
large users
(more than 100 kw at peak)

1

2

3

N

Few state-owned
hydropower
Generators
(legacy)
Key
State-owned
Private

Numerous
Private
Generators
(GENCOS)
Special
Features
•Fiscal
incentives for
renewables
•Rural
electrification
fund (outputbased
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Guatemala: Results
• Over $2 billion in private investments in power sector
• Dramatic Increase in access to electricity
– Programa de Electrificacion Rural (PER) – US$333
million ($151 million for transmission, $182 million
distribution), related to the Peace Accords
– “Output-based assistance OBA) scheme for new
connections (US$650 per residential connection)
funded partially by proceeds from privatization ($101
m were deposited at trust fund)
• Over $ 180 million in private investment in renewable
energy (30% geothermal, 70% hydropower)
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Guatemala: A Success Story
Electricity Coverage
Sources: CEPAL, PA Estimate
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•low
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Electrification an element of the Peace Accords
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Telecommunications Reform in El Salvador and
Guatemala
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USAID Support for Telecommunications Reform in Guatemala
& El Salvador
•

•

•

El Salvador:
– Seminars
– Trip to Chile by policy makers (including VP), legislators,
labor and private sector leaders and journalists
– ESF conditionality
– IDB funded consultant who drafted telecommunications law
– Global Bureau helped draft privatization law
Guatemala
– Seminars
– Support for key reformers
– Financing of consultants who helped draft the legislation with
local “think tank”
Objective of reforms was to promote development of sector
rather than to obtain fiscal resources. One important aspect of
this objective was that “telcos” were privatized without any
exclusivity
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Armenia, July 2004

Non-operational Yerevan WWTP

Old, oversized water pump

Poorly paid but technically competent staff

Extensive corrosion and leakage
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Structure Before & After the Reform

BEFORE THE REFORM

AFTER THE REFORM

State Water
Committee
State Water Committee

PSRC

Armenia Water Company
40 towns & 300

Yerevan Water Company
Armenia Water
Company

Lori Water Company
Armavir Water
Shirak Water
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Donor Coordination Resulted in Impressive Outcomes
USAID financed:
•

bulk metering

•

pilot residential metering program

•

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system

World Bank financed management contract

RESULTS OF THE YEREVAN MANAGEMENT CONTRACT
2000
2005
Change
Water Produced
431 mil. m3
354 mil. m3
-18%
Gravitational Water Supply 183 mil. m3
212mil. m3
16%
- 48%
Energy Supply
240 mil. m3
124 mil. m3
Continuity of Service
7.2 hours/day 18.4 hours/day 2.6 times
Collection Efficiency
21%
79%
3.8 times
Customer Metering
2%
91%
45 times
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Concluding Comments
1. Infrastructure programs not necessarily costly; great
results can be achieved by improving the enabling
environment & commercializing public service providers
2. Network industries require regulation: need to protect
consumers & investors
3. Regulator: must be independent, accountable,
competent
4. Promote competition whenever possible; introduce
competition in telecoms before privatization
5. Reform easier in some sectors: easiest is
telecommunications & hardest are water & roads
6. USAID can play a very positive role in infrastructure,
particularly in partnership with other donors
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Any questions?
jubelt@usaid.gov

